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New men’s website helps rural men reach their best possible mental 
health 

Rural men who are unsure about how and when to take action when it comes to their mental 
health can now access a new website helping them reach their best possible mental health. 
 
Men are three times more likely to die by suicide than women and rural men are much less 
likely to use psychological services for their mental health problems. 
 
To help address this issue the Rural Adversity Mental Health Program (RAMHP) consulted 
with rural men to develop a new website which provides useful tips on how and why to take 
action and connects men to the best possible care in their local area.  
 
‘You Got This Mate’ (yougotthismate.com.au) provides action-focused tips and information 
and also features videos of rural men sharing their stories about their own journey and 
struggles with mental health and what they do now to keep well. 
 
One of these stories is Warren Davies previously a Dairy Farmer and now a facilitator of 
‘The Unbreakable Farmer’. Warren faced many challenges including floods, family disputes, 
and the ongoing drought all of which significantly impacted on his mental health. 
 
“For me finding the right type of support for my mental health took time and a lot of energy. 
If I had had access to a website such as ‘You Got This Mate’ it would have made my journey 
a lot easier,” Warren said. 
 
“This is partly because it allows you to investigate your own journey in your own time and is 
less intimidating than calling someone that might not understand. It is also user-friendly. 
 
“People living in rural and regional towns also don’t have the same access to services that 
city people have which is why this website is so important. 
 
“By sharing my story I hope that I encourage others to get help when they need to and if 
they jump on this website it can help them with some strategies on what they can do now to 
keep themselves strong,” Warren said. 
 
Minister for Mental Health, the Hon. Bronnie Taylor MLC said the website was full of practical 
resources to help rural men who are in need of support. 
 
“Life in rural areas presents unique challenges and men can often find it hard to put their 
hand up when they are struggling. Seeing their peers sharing their own thoughts and feelings 
is a great way of starting the conversation about their situation.” 

https://www.yougotthismate.com.au/


   

 

 

 
“The digital toolkit offers a range of ways men can help themselves and each other, as well 
as pointing them in the right direction when they might need further specialist support.” 
 
RAMHP Coordinator Steve Carrigg said feedback from our men’s advisory group was that 
they wanted a website that is really visual, simple and easy-to-use with lots of suggestions 
on how to take action and resources that are relevant for rural people. 
 
“The website also includes a self-help quiz which helps people track how they’re feeling and 
provides simple steps to take if someone needs additional advice or support. “We know that 
seeking help early gives you a better chance of a quick recovery and reduces your risk of 
mental health problems in the future. 
 
“For carers, parents, colleagues and partners it was also important to have a resource which 
provides guidance on how to have a conversation if someone is showing signs of a mental 
health problem, what the key signs to identify and where to go for help.  
 
“We encourage people to check out this website and share it with a mate,” Steve said. 
 
To access the website, go to: You Got This Mate: yougotthismate.com.au 
 
To find out more about RAMHP or to find a RAMHP Coordinator in your local area, visit 
ramhp.com.au or email ramhp@newcastle.edu.au 
 
If you have any concerns about yourself or a loved one, please contact the NSW Mental 
Health Line on 1800 011 511 (free call for landlines) for advice or call Lifeline on 13 11 
14.  
For guidelines on safe media reporting about suicide, mental ill-health and alcohol and 
other drugs, head to Mindframe on https://mindframe.org.au/ 
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About RAMHP 
 

The Rural Adversity Mental Health Program (RAMHP) is a major program 
of the University of Newcastle’s Centre for Rural and Remote Mental 
Health, in partnership with each of the rural NSW Health Districts, and is 
funded by the NSW Ministry of Health. RAMHP works to address the short 
and long-term mental health needs of rural and remote communities in 
NSW by connecting people to the help they need. Read more at 
www.ramhp.com.au 
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